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ABSTRACT : Flexi binning technique can some time be used to get the most out of irregularly acquired 3D land surveys, but

cannot be ignored in marine 3D seismic data processing. This paper clearly shows how this technique can help in filling the gaps

or holes in subsurface coverage providing a constant fold and uniform distribution of the offsets within each bin of  3D seismic

volume. Though there are interpolation techniques which can fill the holes in coverage by reconstructing the missing traces, but the

complexity of the structure effects the quality of the output from  these interpolation algorithms. Further in prestack mode the flexi

gathers can handle the multiples, noise and velocity analysis with greater confidence.

INTRODUCTION

Marine seismic data acquisition geometry is generally
irregular; because of the sea condition, which causes cable
feathering.Since the seismic input required for characterization
of reservoir in advance visualisation systems and workstation
should be amplitude preserved, we should be careful in
selecting the processing sequence and algorithms for such
type of work, so that reservoir characterization can be done
with more confidence.

In this paper we have intentionally chosen the seismic
data volume acquired by a single streamer, since it is more
prone to cable feathering in rough sea condition and more
acquisition imprints are observed in the form of hole in
coverage. If large gaps are observed in coverage, then re-
shooting is carried out in these portions. The infill acquisition
should be planned carefully as it affects the cost effectiveness
of the survey. Acquisition imprints resulted by irregular
geometry can be minimized to a great extent by regularization
of geometry by 3D flexi or elastic binning technique.

This paper methodically shows how flexi or elastic
binning technique could result in a uniform distribution of the
amplitude within a 3D volume, so that 3D attribute analysis
could be carried out with greater confidence.

DESCRIPTION

During real time operation, the acquisition geometry
is irregular, which is evident from the cable shape shown in
fig.1. Though it is assumed that, seismic boat follows a straight
line path and the streamer is towed in a straight line in the
direction of the boat, in reality these assumptions do not
prevail, since the towing vessel cannot compensate

continuously for wind and current. This results in some what
meandering course in the direction of shooting.

EFFECT OF  IRREGULAR  GEOMETRY

 The effect of irregular geometry is depicted in Fig.1
& 2 by cable shape and CDP offset & azimuthal distribution.

Though Azimuth does play an important role, for a
single streamer cable it is less important here and we are more
concerned about the problems of irregular distribution of
offsets within each bin that results in variable foldage causing
adverse impact on velocity estimation, multiples attenuation,
noise cancellation, and amplitude distribution within a 3D
volume.

Figure1 : Cable shape

3D FLEXI CELL PROCESSING

Before going through this process it would be better
to go through the effect of irregular offsets distribution which
is carried out in two parts.
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(a)  In first case the 3–D seismic data consists of several
saillines .The navigational merged data of these saillines
were divided into near, middle & far offset segments with
predefined ranges. 3-D binning was done to sort the
navigational merged traces and foldage attributes were
generated for each of these different offset  segments.

It is evident from Figures  3, 4 & 5 that there is irregular
distribution of coverage causing a non-uniform fold within
each of these segments because of cable feathering.

(b) In second case all offsets of cable were taken and 3D
binning is carried out so that fold attribute could be
generated for the given saillines of the 3D data volume.
The fold attribute shown in  Fig.6 clearly shows variations
in fold.

On examining CDP gather data shown in Fig.7
observe that the offsets in the range (222-2272 m) are missing.

A stack section generated for this sailline clearly suffers from
data gap in the reflecting horizons shown in Fig.8. The 3D
volume resulted from these gather are not suitable for any

Figure 2: CDP offset  azimuthal distribution.

Figure 3: Foldage Map for near offsets segment without bin extension.

Figure 4: Foldage Map for middle offsets segment without bin
extension.

Figure 5: Foldage Map for Far offsets segment without bin extension.

Figure 6: Foldage Map for all offset ranges without bin extension.
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directions, so that missing offsets from the adjacent bins could
be copied and shared by both bins. After flexing, each bin
should have same number of traces, in our case we have 96
traces resulting in 48 fold data.  We have to take care of the
redundant offsets otherwise the stack section would give a
variation in amplitude that could give a false lithological
information. This is done by generating scalars for these traces
having similar offsets and these scalars are later used for scaling
down the amplitude of these traces.

After flexi cell processing foldage attributes were
generated for the two different cases described above i.e. for
the different offsets segment and for entire offset range of a
streamer section.

 It is observed from the Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12. that
the foldage has been harmonized. It has been further observed
from Figures 9, 10 & 11 that the arithmetic addition of  foldage
of the near middle and far offset segments of streamer after
harmonization, comes to be 48 which agree with the foldage
given by regular geometry. This summation of fold futher
matches with the fold attribute generated while considering
streamer section consisting entire offsets range, i.e.,
(222-2573 m) after flex binning shown in Fig 12. Fig.7 depicts a
flexi gather that consists of entire offsets  range of
(222-2573 m). after regularization of offsets.

The stack section resulting from flexi gathers as
shown in Fig.8 depicts a continuous water bottom and
horizons.

Thus after obtaining constant fold and uniform
distribution of offsets within each bin from 3D flexi binning
technique we get-

Figure 9: Foldage Map for near offsets Segment after bin extension.

Figure 7: CMP gather with & without flexi Binning. In actual
acquisition geometry
Near offset =222 m     Far offset   =2573 m

Figure 8: Stack section with & without flexi binning.

type of inversion process. If there were no feathering effect,
then, theoretically with 96 recording channels, 25m group and
shot interval the regular geometry would give 48 fold data, it
means that in each CMP bin there is a contribution of 48
different shots and receiver combinations.

To compensate for missing offsets the flexi cell
stretch factor is defined as a multiplier for the cross line and
inline cell size.  In this case a value of 0.5 of the cell size was
taken as a stretch factor in cross line direction, which means
that the cell is stretched of length half of its size in cross line
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AMPLITUDE INVERSION

Flexi cell processing can also help in pre and post
stack amplitude inversion process such as AVO and acoustic
impedance attribute generation. These processes are sensitive
to amplitude play. It is clear from the Fig. 13 and 14, i.e., time
slice before and after flexi binning,    where before flexi binning
we could see large amplitude streaks which could cause
inaccurate inversion results.

After flexi binning these streaks are eliminated and
the time slice looks very much enhanced and balanced as
shown in Fig.14. Further analysis carried out through trace
statistics in terms of amplitudes as shown in Figures 15 & 16
also shows that the peak amplitude, amplitude of live samples
and amplitude of all samples  are uniformly distributed after
flexi binning.

Figure10: Foldage Map for middle offsets Segment after bin
extension.

Figure11: Foldage Map for far offsets Segment after bin extension.

Figure12: Foldage Map for all offset ranges with bin extension.

(i) Optimal results from a true 3D DMO application.
(ii) Multiple attenuation, noise cancellation and velocity

analysis can be handled with greater confidence.

Figure13: Time slice before  flexi binning.

Figure 14 : Time slice after  flexi binning.
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There are some school of thoughts that flex binning
has become obsolete because of the doubts that whether this
methodology can reduce infill acquisition. During processing
interpolation techniques could reconstruct the missing traces
with equal trace equalization ( Irene Huard ).

Interpolation techniques can fill the holes in the
coverage by reconstructing the missing traces but the quality
of the output section is affected by the complexity of the
structure ( Yilmas ).
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Figure15 : Trace statistics in term of amplitudes Before flexi.

Figure16 : Trace statistics in term of amplitudes After flexi.

CONCLUSION

As shown above, it is very much clear that the flexi
binning plays an important role in pre-stack amplitude
inversion.

Thus flexi cell processing cannot be ignored in
processing in 3D marine seismic data so that advance pre and
post processing amplitude analysis could be carried out with
confidence to delineate amplitude anomalies.

Flexi binning  helps in reducing the infill acquisition
of marine 3D seismic data at processing level, thereby reducing
the cost of acquisition.


